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GENERAL ELECTRIC GENERATORS 
to harness St. Lawrence power 

Artiat's conception of the St. Lawrence River Power Project. 
One of the world' 3 greatest hydrcrelectric sources, it will de
velop 2,200,000 horsepower shared eqt1ally between Canada and 
the U n.ited States. The powerhouse dam will be about thru
quarters of a mile long. 24 of the 32 generators will bear the famous 
G-E monouram-16 in the U. S. section and 8 on the Canatlian. 

FOR decades Canadians have planned and looked forward to 
the day when ocean-going vessels could travel up the St. 

Lawrence into the Great Lakes .... and the river's strength 
could be turned into electric power. Now that dream is to become 
a reality ... 

Today, dredges, earthmovers and piledrivers are carrying out 
--- a prodigious feat under sponsorship of both the Canadian and 

United Sto.tes governments. The way is being prepared for a wide 
ship passage into the Great Lakes. At the same time, tho bulk of 
the St. Lawrence River will be diverted through a single mighty 
hydro-electric dam. The mammoth power project is being brought 
to completion through the tireless work and enterprise of the 
Ontario Hydro and the Power Authority of the State of Now York. 

G-E generators for the Canadian section will be built at the 
Company's Peterborough Works. They will be among the biggest 
in size ever built. Tho rotating part of each generator alone will 
weigh o vor 300 tons. 

The same manufacturing and engineering skills that go into 
the G-E electrical equipment being built for the St. Lawrence Pro
ject apply to all General Electric products. By making better 
equipment, not only to generate and transmit power, but also to 
put it to use, this Company contributes to better living for 
Canadians . 

• CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 



NEW BOOKS 
Gov AND SPACE-TlME. Deity in the Philosophy of SAMUEL AJ,EXAN

DER. By ALFRl<:D P. STIERNOTTE. Philosophical Library 
N. Y. 1954. Pp. 440. $3.00. 

Good cri tical exposition is not common. As a piece of exposition 
God and Space-Time is almost a model of its kind. Dr. Stiernotte has 
divided his book into two parts: the first mainly exposition, the 
seoond mainly critical. With a keen eyo for ambiguity of statement 
and internal con tradictions, he has produced a clear summary of Alex
ander's religious ideas in the context of his met.-iphysical systom. 
While exercising the expositor's rigJi t to produce a revised version of th e 
thought he is examining, by ample quotation and adequate reference to 
previous criticism he gives the reader enough evidence to judge for 
himself whether the suggested revisions are justifiable. 

In spite of these very substantial virtues, God and Space Time 
just misses being an important book. It stops short of the final 
achievement of critical exposition; which is, not a new interpretation 
of a thinker's phiJosopby, but a fresh perspective 011 the problem which 
the philosophy has been created to resolve. Dr. Stiernotte ha.s made 
some admirable criticisms, but he has not thrown his net wide enough. 
So the second part of his book, while containing good things, is much 
less valuable than the first part. The r eason for this failure to make 
exposition creative is tha.t, instead of allowing the subject to operate 
freely on the critical intelligence, the au th or largely argues from philo
sophical premises chosen beforehand. We find that he favours realism 
in epistemology, evolutionat·y philosophies and the belief that the 
religious sentiment is sui generis, :1.nd that he was drawn to Alexander 
because that thinker's philosophy seemed to build on these foundations. 
This would matter very little-all thinking must s tart with some pre
conMptions-if his personal predictions were later subject to criticism. 
Unfortunately they are not, ancl they displace rational consistency as 
the final touchstone by means of which elements in Alexander's 
thought are accepted or rejected. Dr. Stiernottc shows how Alexan
der's conception of deity is incompatible with the fou ndations of his 
evolutionary metaphysics and so must be abandoned. But he sup
ports Alexander's belief in the 'real fact' of Otto's numinous experience 
- which is just a.s incompatible with consistent evolutionism. He will 
have none of Alexander's theory of Lhe subjectivity of value, because 
be regards it as a departure from 'realism.' Yet it is quite evident 
that Alexander 's fundamental naturalism necessitates this view of ~ 
human valuations which derives directly from the decision to 'take _, 
Time seriously' that Dr. Stiernotte so much applauds. r\' 

K. M. HAMILTON. 

~. 
TaE ::v!ANUSCRIPT PoEMS of A. E. Housman. Edited by THOMAS .,.-

BunNs HABER. Thomas Allen Ltd., Toronto. $4.75. , . 

Stophen Spender writinll' about the poetic process bas said: •'On~' , 
line is given to the poet by God or nature, the rest he has to discover • 
by himself." It is the vital and sometimes agonizing stage of discovery , 
in the creative process of a great minor poet that is revealed in Dr. _ 
Haber's well-edited book of the manuscripts of A. E . Housman. ··~ 
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During his life-time A. E . Housman published just 2216 lines 
of poetry. These lines, which make up A Shropshire Lad and Last 
Poems, were selected for publication by the poet from a series of note
books dated 1890-1925, now in the Library of Congress. Dr. Haber 
has had access to these valuable manuscripts and from them has made 
available some 800 additional lines of Housman. They consist of 
complete poems, fragments, and alternate lines and stMzas for such 
well-loved poems as "Loveliest of trees, the cherry now", "The Re
cruit", "Reveille" and others. These, together with More Poems 
and Additional Poems edited by Laurence Housman, now make up· 
A. E. Housman's total published work. 

Housman once admitted that he wrote the last poem of A Shrop
shire Lad thirteen times before he got it right. That Housman was a 
poet who wrestled with words, who groped, gutwd and gouged for the 
right and only word, is quite evident from his notebooks. He wrote 
in pencil and pen, erasing, blotting and crossing out, changing, in some 
instances, the mood and idea as well as individual words, as he pro
gressed . All serious students of the highest art will come upon this 
book. It will also be of some help in silencing those who maintain 
that 'anyone can write that stuff.' Poetry, it would appear, is like 
a lot of things-one part inspiration and nine parts blood, sweat and 
!ea.rs (sic). 

DOUGLAS LOCHHEAD. 

P AUL VALERY AND TBE C1v1LIZED Mrnn. By NORMAN SucKLING. 
University of Durham Publications. Oxford University 
Press, Toronto 1954. Pp. 278. $3.75. 

Of the young writers who sat at the feet of Mallarme at his 
famous Tuesday gatherings, three have achieved world-wide reputa
tions: Andre Gide, Paul Claudel, and Paul Valery. Valery is least 
well-known in the English-spei~king world, yet he was in some ways 
the most remarkable of the three-a portent as well as a. poet, whose 
original mind stood out against the intellectual currents of the times 
and, for that reason, is likely to prove increasingly influential. 

Norman Suckling's very able study is an example of Valery's 
powe.r to make disciples, for it states from the start that the author is 
not so much concerned to interpret Valery as to seek a pathway to 
truth with Valery's guidance. Mr. Suckling does not attempt to 
estimate his hero's literary achievements. The different intellectual 
encounters of the post-Symbolist poet's literary career; his debt to 
Mallarme and Poe; his repudiation of Pascal and Bergson; his adoption 
of Leonardo da Vinci and (with reservations) Goethe as ideal exem
plars of humanity; his re-appraisal of Descartes;-these are carefully 
investigated and reported on. But they are not given as items in a 
biographical sketch or of a historical survey of one period in the French 
literary scene. They are set ou t as stages in an individual Quest 
(so written by the author, who is for the most part very sparing in 
his use of capital letters). The Quest is for realizing the values be
longing to civilization and, still more essentially, to man the rational 
spirit . 

Valery's fundamental insight was the biological irrelevance of 
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spiritual value.,. Nature is to be completely discounted. It is nothing 
in the end. not even an enemy of the spirit unless men prostitute their 
spiritual heritage by believing it to be something, and so turning it into 
an idol. Nature is not on that account to be despised. In our earthly 
existence (the only one we know) it serves as a featureless ground 
upon which we can impose our mental forms. Thus mind has its 
partial victories here, for it can concentrate to some extent on its own 
proper business, and, again to some extent, succeed in ignoring na
ture. And hereafter? A life beyond life is the substance of the Quest. 
That can only mean that existence must give way to non-being. 
The end is silence. But while nature continues to generate individuals 
who a.re individuated souls that silence is, humanly speaking, an 
'asymptotic limit' nenr to be experienced. Thus the 'bleak con
solation' that all activity exists to negate itself is softened by the 
knowledge that activity is pleasant and creative, in so far as by it we 
can partly disengage ourselves from nature and discover in each of us 
what Valery termed the moi pur. 

All this is in refreshing contra.st to the worship of the Goddess 
Nature which has dominated Western thought ever since Hegel, 
whether directly, in the Corm of belief in a. Life Force or a philosophy of 
Organism, or disguised as a. programme of pragmatism or positivism. 
An uncompromising rationalism, prepared to jettison the world by 
appearances to preserve the integrity of thought, is as morally bracing 
in its willingness to face up to all the implications of its presupposi-
tions as most naturalistic philosophies are morally depressing in their 
wilful refusal to test their own foundations. Va.lery's case against 
Bergson, as expounded by Mr. Suckling, can be read with profit in a i'r 
much larger context. His 'revulsion' from Pascal is equally illumina.t- '*It 
ing and honest. Rationalism on this plane (so different from the mere 
girding at particular religious beliefs which assumes the name without 
any right to it) is to be preferred to the special pleading of theologians 
trying to force a 'natural theology' into the sphere of philosophy and 
to the equivocations of naturalistic philosophers who try to pass off 
their nature worship as a. justification of religious faith 'in terms of 
modern thought'. Positivism and (non-Christian) existentialism 
indeed bluntly reject all revealed religion. But in this they are like 
people who think that they are being honest when they are merely 
being rude. For they disguise their religious pretensions by denounc-
inu superna.tura.listic creeds. Rationalism, on the other hand. makes 
no" secret of its claim to be the sole 'spiritual' interpretation of the 
universe which has final authority. 

The attractive features of rationalism, however, do not suffice 
to establish its validity. Here, as elsewhere, good intentions do not 
pave the way to heaven. . '.!'.he rationalist's c:rucial probl.em is to show 
with a.ny degree of plausibility whaL reason lS a.nd why it ought to be 
considered divine and authoritative. Plato, the supremo rationalist. 
repea.tedly emphasized the extreme vulnerability of his own position. 
Tboso ra.tion&lists who, like Descartes, have tried to show their sys
tems to be sell-evident and intellectually compelling ha.ve failed to be 
convincing. This applies a fortiori to those who, like Valery, have 
found reasons for a.voiding the rigours of dialectic, turning their backs 
upon Plato's Parmenides and retaining of the Platonic method only 
the use of literary d ialogue and poetic myth. . , 
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Valery's neo-classic rationalism looked back through the En
lightroent to the Renaissance. His revival of the Renaissance ideal 
of autonomy was-and is- a much needed stimulus to thought. 
To-day positivists and existentialists compete for votes as realists and 
iaealists did a generation ago. Valery calls us to a perspective where 
we see these oppositions to be far from final. And, in addition to 
making us face up to intellectual fundamentals, he gives us (though 
h e would not wish it) an illustration of a man of faith. His attitude 
is not the only possible attitude for a civilized mind to adopt-Pascal 
has as good a right to stand in our Westernher.itageas Descartes-and 
the Quest is not the one feasible solution to the riddle of man's destiny. 
But it is an attitude which must command our admiration and, above 
all, our critical attention. 

K. M. HAMILTON. 

CllRISTIANITY AND ANTI-SEMITISM. By NICHOLAS BERDYAEV, with 
a commentary and notes by ALAN A. SPEARS. Philosophical 
Library N. Y. 1954. Pp. 58. $2.75. 

T he subject of this little essay (which takes up only half the book, 
the other half being filled by commentary and notes-mostly notes 
to the commentary) is less the moral issue of anti-Semitism than the 
religious challenge ·to Christianity of 'the J ewish problem '. In Ber
dyaev's view tb.e latter problem centres around the messianic mission 
of the J ewish people and can only be solved by the conversion of the 
J ews to Christianity. 'l'his may happen when Christian truth frees 
i tself 'from the accretions of the centuries' and Christians get converted 
themselves. 

Berdyaev puts his case quite simply. I t is not clear why a com
mentary was necessary. However, by searching in the notes, the 
reader can find out that Berdyaev's essa.y was first published in Russian 
in 1938, and that the present translation has already appeared twice 
in periodicals. 

K. M . HAMILTON. 

PERCEPTUALISTIC THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. By PE'l'ER FIREMAN. 
Philosophical Library, N. Y. 1954. Pp. 48. $2.75. 

Dr. Fireman, a chemist, wanted to have a r eliable guide to what 
thinh.ing was all about. He tells us, ''Instead of looking up authorities 
I , without much h esitation or misgivings, framed one myself." The 
result was called Sound Thinking, and chunks of that book appear in 
the present work, which states that perception (not sensation) gives 
us all our knowledge, either directly or by recollection in the form of 
ideas (or repercepts). Percept.s and repercepts convey to us the real 
qualities of objects. And thinking is simply the combination of per
cepts or repercepts, or both together. 

Dr . Fireman seems to regard thinking as a tool to accomplish a 
particular task. He is quite sure wb11t this task is and that he has 
found the simple and correct way of using this tool. Empiricism, 
backed by traditional logic, covers all needs. Thinking 'deals with 
plain experiences accessible and discernible by all normal men.' When 
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imagination is added to sound thinking, we can obtain 'clear and full' 
definitions of any word we make use of-e.g. justice. 'Authorities' 
who fail to share these views about the scope of the task or the use of the 
tool are rejected out of hand. D escartes and Dewey have failed to 
define thinking-so have all philosophers and logicians. Russell 
talks nonsense about logic. What Kant has proved to 'his own satis
faction' Dr. Fireman disproves to his, stating his beliefs in the form of, 
'The truth is .. .' 

Yet, we may perhaps hesitate where the author does not. It is 
not a mere coincidence that his theory of knowledge and his definition 
of justice are both almost exactly those used by Plato as examples of 
that naive 'common-sense' certitude which Plato considered it to be 
the mission of philosophy to replace by the discipline of doubt. 

K. M. HAMILTO~. 

PREPARATION FOR PAINTING. By LYNTON LAMB, F.R.S.A. Oxford 
University Press, Toronto. 166 pp. ' 

"This book," says the author, "is intended to help the unaided 
beginner, the part-time painter, and the a.rt-school student to form 
some idea of what they want to do and of the skill they will need for 
it. I t is a reading book rather than a handbook of recipes ; but, 
throughout, tho theoretical and the practical are directly related. 
Instead of attempting to cover the wildly confusing variety or con
temporary methods, I have signposted a few paths thwL go a very long 
way in the right direction. And some dead ends I have clearly marked 
as such.'' 

In that passage from his introduction, the author has almost 
reviewed his own book, but it should be added that the book fulfils 
its intention very well indeed. It is not merely a "child's guide" 
for the so-called Sunday painter, but a thoughtful exposition of paint
ing and a useful reference work as well. It contains so many good 
things that it will undoubtedly prove of value even to experienced 
artists. 

In amazingly few pages, Mr. Lamb discusses a wide range of 
topics: how to see and interpret a subject, how to use color, the 
importance of drawing, painting from sketches as compared with 
direct painting, equipment and materials, perspective, and even a 
useful note on how to hang pictures. To enhance its value as a re
ference work-which is not its primary intention-the book includes 
a glossary, bibliography, and index. 

Mr. Lamb, who is a well-known British painter, illustrator, and 
designer, is production adviser to the Oxford University Press. He 
speaks with authority in his own right and supports his argument.s by 
quotations and pictures by a notable group of other authorities in
cluding Michelangelo, Leonardo, Raphael, Rembrandt, and Degas. 

All in all, this is an invaluable work for the over-increasing group 
who aro attempting the difficult but intriguing business of putting 
oil on canvas. 

W.G. A. 
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ROYCE ON TaE HUMAN SELF. By JAMES HARRY COTTON. Harvard 
University Press (S. J. Reginald Saunders, Toronto) 1954. Pp. 

340. $6.50. 

With Pierce and James, Royce is regarded as making up the 'clas
sical' period of American philosophy. He has been less written about 
than the other two, probably because he called himself an idealist and 
idealism has been out of fashion. But the interest of Royce's thinking 
does not lie primarily in its being idealistic. As Professor Cotton points 
out, if Royce was a metaphysical idealist he was cq ually a logical realist. 
What characterised Royce's thought was a refusal to be satisfied with 
that unwillingness to think critically which so often goes with a claim 
to be a champion of reruism. Royce always held on to both poles of the 
paradox of the human condition, refusing easy solutions reached by 
compromise. So be refuted realism and defined truth in terms of the 
real. He championed traditional metaphysics and was a pioneer in 
symbolic logic and an advocate of the extension of scientific method
ology into philosophy. He called himself an ethical individualist and be
lieved rebellion against society to be the essence of sin. 

Royce's recognition that the self cannot be accepted as a datum 
of experience wn,s a sign of his critical integrity. So was bis unification 
of logic and ethics. This integrity allowed bjm to incorporate Pierce's 
pragmatism within his idealistic systom without making it into the 
substitute for rationality wnich it became in the hands of James. It 
sn.ved him from the shallow illusions of popular Darwinian notions of 
progress which, as be said, had led to 'a day of weak-minded fooling' 
over the problem of evil-a day that, alas, has not yet come to its closo. 
It enabled him to make a telling anaylsis of the relation of tho individual 
to the community. Incre:i.singly, as Professor Cotton makes plain, he 
was concerned with plurality. In the end his Absolute was transformed 
into the 'community of interpretation' . The problem of the self was pre
sented in his late period, not as the finite sell in process of tl iscuvering 
itself in the Absolute Will, but as the indjvidual self over against the 
Community. This not only brings to the fore H.oyce's ethical concern 
with loyaUy but also raised in acute form the issue of individuation and 
historical existence. So we are brought back again to the point where 
Royce started his investigation of the self. Not the least merit of Pro
fessor Cotton's admirable exposition of Royce's thought from the stand
point of the problem of the human self is that it passes on to us Royce's 
problem where he' left it. 

Professor Cotton has given us a timely work, an essay in stimulat
ing argument-and also a thoroughly enjoyable piece of writing. 

K. M. HAMILTON. 

ST. PAUL AND EPICURUS. By NonMAN WENTWORTR DEWITT. Tho 
Ryerson Press, Toronto 1954. Pp. 195. $4.00. 

J_ 

It has long been recognized that Epicureanism had, on its ethical 
side, not a little in common with Christianity. Professor DeWitt. ad- . 
vances the radical theory that Christianity is, in effect, simply Epicu- J 
rcanisro Judaised. The teaching of J esus is to be explained by the c~n- .... · 
tact of Epicurean thought with J ewish faitb in Palestine. St. Paul, him- ' ·:··· 
self an ex-Epicurean, adapted this teaching t-0 tho Greek-speaking wo.rld : · , 
by combining it with the .Authorized Doctrines of Epicurus, thus bewg 
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able to fight with their own weapons the Epicureans who were Chris
tianity's only serious rivals. 

Professor DeWitt rests his case on the large number of 'hidden 
parallelisms' he produces. Now, nearly ninety years ago Bishop Light
foot examined the very striking parallels between the writings of Sen
eca and the New Testament. He concluded, 'The proverbial suspicion 
which attaches to statistics ought to be extended to coincidences of 
language, for they may be, and often are, equally fallacious.' He might 
well have added, -'especially where moral instruction is concerned'. 
Professor DeWitt's book is full of interesting information about the 
similarities and divergences existing between Christian and Epicurean 
principles and terminology. But its picture of Epicurus lurking behind 
the whole ethictil teaching of the Pauline Epistles and indeed of almost 
the entire New Testament, 'consigned to anonymity' by the unscrupu
lous and highly successful policy of the Apostle to the Gentiles, is an 
incredible one. And the evidence brought forward to support it is 
mostly quite unconvincing. Professor DeWitt claims to have discover
ed a lost 'key' to the New Testament. When we are told of a key which 
unlocks everything we begin to wonder whether it unlocks anything. 

K .M. HAMILTON. 

NucLEAR PHYSICS. By W. HEISENBERG. Philosophical Library, New 
York, 1953. 221 pages. $4.75. 

This brief survey of nuclear physics was written by one who has 
made very significant contributions to modern physics and in particular 
to our understanding 0£ the atom. The books starts with a.n interesting 
history of the development of the ideas of atomic theory from the time 
of the early Greeks and traces the progress in ideas about molecules 
and atoms to the present. The main part of the book is devoted to na
tural and artificial radioactivity, nuclear st ructures and nuclear re
actions. There is a brief and very interesting account of the German 
attempt to utilize atomic energy during the Second World War. The 
author was a leading figure in this attempt. 

Since the writing of the book in German (1948) very great advances 
have been made in nuclear theory, and some parts are out of date
for example, a revision at this date would undoubtedly place a l?;ood 
deal more emphasis on the shell structure of the nucleus than it has here 
received. Nevertheless this book serves as an excellent introduction to 
the field. 

'Nuclear Physics' was written primarily for the layman, and the 
general reader as well as the student of physics will find in it a fascinat
ing picture of the way in which the development of nuclear theory ap
pears to one who played a prominent part in working out modern ideas 
about fundamental particles. 

A. D. MacDONALD. 
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Hot water around the clock is yours when you in
stall a modern, fully-automatic Electric Water 
H eater. You can forget all about turning it on or 
off. . . water getting too hot. . .fumes and open 
flame. You can trust safe, dependable Electri
city to heat water as you need it . .. at just the right 
temperature . 
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THE LEGACY OF ADORATION: HoMILCEA CoLUMBIAE. By SAMUEL 
H ENRY PRINCE. With a Foreword by Grayson Kirk. An Expo
sition-University Book, Exposition Press, New York. 1955. 
Pp. 73. $2.50. 

The oight sermons here gathered together have been chosen from a. 
number preached at the annual Conunonwelth Services held in St. 
Paul's Chapel, Columbia, by Dr. Prince who has been honorary Presi
dent of the British Commonwealth Club at tho University for more than 
twenty years. In the first sermon Dr. Prince mentions that he brings 
'the greetings of Old King's College in Nova Scotia to Old King's 
College in New York!' This is no mere formality, for Dr. Prince in his 
own person has been a r!k-il bridge of understanding as well as an active 
champion of Anglo-American co-operation, and he 'belongs' to New 
York as well as to Halifax. His work has been recognized on both sid es 
of the line separating Canada from the United States. 

The thomes of Homiliae Columbiae are aptly chosen from sights 
to be seen on the Columbia campus, beginning at St. Paul's itself. In 
carefully chosen words, Dr. Princo sets forth his conviction that re
ligion has a place in the 'living heritage' of university life. His creed is 
one of optimism. He writes: 'Evon in this darkened night of history, 
those who havo eyes to see can witness the spreading of the rays of 
democr:icy, can behold the golden light of a. growing international spirit 
and feel the warmth of a great compassion wide as the world is wide.' 
Becu.use progress must be slow, painful and partial he holds there is 
'no excuse for failure to do our best to create an order better than the 
one in which it has been our lot to live'. With Dr. Prince practice and 
precept have been in harmony. 

K. M. H AMlLTON. 

No GRAVEN IMAGES. Th Contemporary Relevance of the Ten Com
mandments by CHARLES W. LESLIE. The Ryerson Press, 1954. 
Pp. 88. $1.50. 

In seven short but cogently presented chapters (which were origin
ally Lenten addresses) Dr. Leslie of Emmanuel College, Toronto, has 
combined Biblical exegesis with a review of practical ethical issues 
which confront every one to-day. D esigned to challenge professing 
Christians to look at their lives in the light of their faith, and not to 
assume that currently accepted standards are necessarily Christian 
ones, this little book will be of use to any who want to begin to think 
straight about problems of conduct. It is not only direct and concrete 
in its approach but it also shows how in moral matters, sound practice 
rests upon sound principles. 

K. M. HAKILTON. 
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_____ HOSPITALITY ___ _ 

IN QUEBEC 
AT THE 

CHATEAU FRONTENAC 
.•. combining old-world charm 
with modern comfocr. 

IN TORONTO 
AT THE 

ROYAL YORK 
• • . the largest hotel in the 
British Commonwealth. 

f rom coo•t lo coalt in Canada, you'll find trve hospilolity-plus unequalled ,.tYice, 
cuisine end o'commodolion-ol Canadian Pacific Holel1 • 

.___~(i>~---1 

STANDARD PA YING MARITIME LIMITED 

Roads, Streets and General Construction 

HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA 

Compliments of 

THOMPSON, ADAMS & COMPANY, LIMITED 
General I nsurance 

(except Life) 
166 Hollis St., Halifax Phone 3-7371 
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THE PROPHET ARMED : TROTSKY 1879-1921. By ISAAC DEUTSCHER. 
Oxford University Press, 1954. $6.00. 

An Oxford Press book is often a joy to see and to use and the physi
cal beauty of this book catches the imagination. This flush of promise 
is fulfilled by the work itself. Mr. Deutscher's biography is a piece of 
learning and literary craftsmanship. And how intriguing a book writ
ten fresh from the sources! Socialism comes alive, in its international 
range, its conflicts of personality and its spirited sense of principle. 

Trotsky was the driving spirit of the Russian revolutions of 1905 
and 1917. His enormous energy, his sheer capacity for command, and 
his fearless intellect made him a redoubtable man. Too fluent perhaps, 
too easily convinced by his own great powers of persuasion, Trotsky 
lacked the weighted rudder that gave Lenin strength. In many ways 
Trotsky was a more attractive figure than Lenin, and he has been given, 
in this book, his rightful place in the Russian Revolution, removed at 
last from the obscurity to which Stalin's "bat-like character" had con
demned him. 

PETER w AlTE. 

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF THEOLOGY, A QUARTERLY OF C H RISTIAN 
THOUGHT. Vol. 1, No. 1. April 1955. Pp. 64. $1.00 ($3.00 a. 
year). 

This new quarterly seeks to fill the vacuum left when The Can
adian Journal of Religious Thought ceased publication in the depression 
years. The interdenominational Editorial Committee which is re
sponsible for bringing it into the world foresees two possible reactions 
to its appearance: 'Not another theological Journal!,' and, 'Ah, at last a. 
Canadian Journal of theology!' It is to be hoped that the second (and 
much more enlightened) reaction will predoxninate over the first 

----- Canadian interests are served in this introductory issue by articles 
on 'The Present Position and the Future Prospects of Canadian Theo
logy' by Gerald R. Cragg, 'The Study of Canadian Church History' 
by T. R. Millman, and 'The John Henry Birks Collection of Ancient 
Palestinian Manuscripts' by R. B. Y. Scott. Hilda Neatby uses her 
controversial pen to present 'The Challenge of Education to the Chris-

J_ 

tian Church'. An Editorial considers 'The Evanston Assembly, 1954'. ·.~ 
Other articles on varied themes are by A. S. Dewdney, F. W. Dillistone 
and R. B. Y. Scott. The book reviews are excellent, though this sec-
t ion could well be extended considerably: only five books are reviewed. 
A list of some of the contributions to future issues bears out the Edi-
tors' promise that the Journal will interpret theology in the widest 
sense and will deal with practical affairs as well as with contemporary 
religious scholarship at home and abroad. 

K. M. HAMILTON. 
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NEWFOUNDLAND 
is proud 

to share in the tremendous 

industrial growth of the 

Canadian nation. 

The youngest province points 

with pride to its contribution 

to the ever lengthening 

list of goods and products which 

bear the mark "MADE IN CANADA." 

Newfoundland's new industries combine the skill and know

how of the Old World with the drive and energy of the New 

World, to turn out for Canada and world markets: 
Portland Cement 

Storage Batteries 

Machinery and Machine Parts 

Films and Electronic Equipment 

Seal, Sole and Upper Leather 

Gypsum Plasterboard and Plaster Lath 

Light Cotton Goods, Denim Overalls. 

Fiberply Building Panels and Furniture Stock 

Cardigans, Suits and Woollen Knitwear 

Birch and Aspen Plywood, Doors and Flooring 

Rubber Boots and Foam Rubber Products 

Leather Handbags, Brief Cases, Wallets, Gloves, 
Jackets, Shoes. 

PROVINCE OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
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